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ABSTRACT 

Speech communication involving audio conferencing, video conferencing, tele-

conferencing via laptops became greatly influenced in office environments i.e. between 

employer and employee, and also influenced in personal life meetings between friends or 

in-between parents and children. These meeting conversations will mostly disturbs by 

annoying noise, i.e. fan noise which is produced by laptop cooling fan, which suffers at 

the both ends of communication due to this noise. With this noise effect the intelligibility 

of original speech is degraded between the conversations of meetings. So there is need of 

enhancing the speech from noisy environment in the communication. Thus speech 

enhancement is emerging technology in the communication and signal processing filed. 

So this thesis focuses on attenuating the noise produced by laptop cooling fan, with use 

of different speech enhancement algorithms. In this thesis we implement a multichannel 

Microphone Array (MA) of linearly arranged two microphones with different speech 

enhancement algorithms in spatial frequency domain using subband approach. The 

enhancement algorithms are Wiener BeamFormer (WBF), Spectral Subtraction (SS), 

Diretion Of Arrivial (DOA). By utilizing this techniques different systems i.e. WBF 

system, SS system, Hybrid combination of WBF and SS algorithms, and DOA system, 

are designed to suppress the fan-noise. 

These systems were implemented and evaluated using simulation tool Matlab. The 

objective quality measures such as Signal to Noise Ratio Improvement (SNRI) and 

Perceptual Evaluation Speech Quality (PESQ) measure are used to validate the systems. 

The systems were tested with a pure speech combination of male and female sampled at 

16 KHz, and fan noise recorded in the real time of anechoic environment. The systems 

are simulated at different positions of speech and noise sources with different input SNR 

ratios of 0dB, 5dB, 10dB, 15dB, and 20dB. 

The simulation results show that Wiener BeamFormer by itself attenuates fan noise 

effectively with an SNRI around 15dB while maintaining speech quality i.e. PESQ 

measures around 3.5 to 3.6 scaling. The attenuation of noise by SS individually is very 

poor in performance with degrading the quality in speech, whereas the hybrid 

combination of WBD and SS techniques results with effective cancellation of fan noise 

with the cost of speech quality. And finally localization of speech source results more 

accuracy in noise-free filed rather than high noise fields. 
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CHAPTER-1 

1- INTRODUCTION: 

1.1 Overview: 

Over the past few years the usage of laptop became importance in daily life for 

communication purpose between the users around the globe. It became a new learning 

mobile tool technology in educational institutions to enhance teaching-learning purposes 

since it is an effective mobility of teaching between teachers and students. There is rapid 

growth in usage of laptops among the students around the globe for educational purpose 

in accessing the different learning tools, browsing internet for resources, and also rely for 

their personal work in accessing social network sites. So this laptop becomes greater in 

usage due to its effective mobility of using at any place [1]. The most common problem 

in using the laptops at different environments of communication is annoying noise 

introduced by cooling fan in laptop i.e. fan noise [9]. The cooling fan is used for reducing 

overheat generated by the interior components of laptop. 

The noise generated by cooling fan can be reduced with use of its hardware 

construction involving its size, material using, and also installing at appropriate place, 

etc. But these mechanisms are undesirable in reducing noise much effectively. So with 

use of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) field involving different speech 

enhancement/noise reduction algorithms can be effectively reduce any kind of noise for 

better communication purpose. In crucial applications the localization of speech source is 

also important, for example in video conferencing among several users, the camera 

should automatically need to focuses on speaker with the knowledge of direction of 

arrival of speech [37]. 

So this thesis addresses different speech enhancement algorithms for suppressing 

fan noise generated in the laptop and also localization of speech sources in anechoic 

environment. Among the several enhancement algorithms, the spectral subtraction is one 

of attractive in single channel and the beamforming techniques for multiple channels of 

microphone array. And there were several localization techniques developed to localize 

speech source based on different parameters. Among several localization techniques, the 

most attractive method is based on Time Delay Estimation for its low computational 
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complexity and also well suited for real-time implementation of speech signals with 

multiple of microphones. 

The beamforming is a spatial-temporal filter process to enhance the desired 

speech signal in a given desired direction while attenuating the signal from other 

directions. A dynamic beamforming filter is designed i.e. wiener filter beamformer, 

which utilizes subband weighting of auto and cross spectral densities of the input signals 

arrived at the microphone array[29]. And a smoother version of spectral subtraction 

based on Geometrical Approach (GA) [36] is designed to overcome the limitation of 

general spectral subtraction in producing unwanted noise i.e. musical noise which will 

greatly annoys the listener ears. For localization of source direction we design a 

Directional Of Arrival (DOA) technique based on Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) 

of signals, i.e. due to the different paths travelled by signals in reaching the array [41]. 

1.2 Research Questions: 

1) Does the speech enhancement algorithms WBF, SS or with combination of 

WBF and SS, suppresses the fan noise effectively with preservation of speech quality? 

2) At what positions of speech and noise does the algorithm works more 

effectively in attenuating noise with speech quality preservation? 

1.3 Objective of thesis: 

The main aim of this thesis is to attenuate the fan noise while preserving the 

quality and intelligibility of speech, with use of microphone array by utilizing reliable 

speech enhancement algorithms. And also need to estimate the direction of speech source 

from the noisy speech filed using reliable localization algorithm. 

The efforts of algorithms or systems in suppressing noise are estimated by certain 

factors i.e. by measuring the degree of noise suppression and speech distortion, at various 

positions of speech and noise sources around the microphone array. 

 1.4 Motivation of Thesis: 

The motivation behind this thesis is in finding and designing a unique system that 

is combination of different enhancement algorithms to make an advantage of strengths in 

each algorithm to work together, to obtain the goal in attenuating noise effectively with 

preservation of speech quality and its intelligibility. And also motivates with the need of 
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locating the sources position accurately with a reliable algorithm, to optimize and steer 

the beamformer look direction and also to allow the desired speech components while 

suppressing undesired components from all other directions. 

1.5 Literature review: 

Speech enhancement techniques based on single channel paid great attention due 

to its easy on implementation and low computational cost [2, 26]. But these techniques 

suffer heavily from distortions in speech signals during enhancing. So to overcome this 

problem the research has been focussed on multichannel techniques for its own 

advantages over single channel and also due to increasing prevalence of microphone 

array [4, 28, 38]. Several multichannel enhancement techniques were proposed over the 

years. The most popular techniques using microphone array is beamforming for its better 

performance in the array to enhance desired speech signal [26]. Among several 

beamforming techniques, the wiener filtering beamformer [30] gained importance due to 

its subbands weighting of auto correlation and cross-correlation of signals arrived at the 

array [27, 29]. The spectral subtraction is one of the popular enhancement techniques for 

single channel approach for its minimal complexity and ease of implementation [31]. But 

a traditional spectral subtraction suffers highly from undesired noise called musical noise 

generated after processing the algorithm [31, 35]. Many improvements have been done 

for traditional spectral technique to overcome this kind of undesired noise. The 

improvements were done by estimating noise components [32] or without assumption of 

cross spectral terms to be zero [36, 34]. Today in many real-time applications such as 

audio or video conferencing etc, the localization of desired speech source among the 

other speech or unwanted noise sounds has become greater importance [37]. Over the 

decade several localization techniques were proposed such as MUSIC [39], ESPRIT [40], 

among them localization based on time delay estimations is well suited for real-time 

applications [41]. 

1.6 Thesis outline: 

This thesis report is well organized in seven individual chapters containing two or 

more subsections with in a section. It is submitted as part of Double Degree in Master of 

Technology (M-Tech) and Master of Science (MSc) in Electrical Engineering with 

Emphasis on Signal Processing. 
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The Chapter-1 introduces overall thesis work, comprising of six sections covering 

research questions, motivation behind the work, objectives and also contains the 

literature work. 

The Chapter-2 deals with the background theories essential for exploring the 

thesis work. It is divided into four sections, section-2.1 answers the general introduction 

to fan noise how it is generated, what are its characterizations and the different spectrums 

of noise. The section-2.2 involves the considerations in designing the microphone arrays 

such as spacing between microphones, source filed i.e. near or far filed. The spacing is 

limited by spatial sampling theorem to avoid spatial aliasing and the geometrical 

calculations are explained in section 2.2.1 and 2.2.4 respectively. In section-2.3 fractional 

delays filter is discussed and designed to generate a signal having non-integer delay. The 

sinc-windowing filter is designed. To transform the time domain signal into subband 

signals and to reconstruct time domain signal from subband is discussed and designed in 

section 2.4 by using a filter bank.  

In chapter-3, the different speech enhancement techniques were explained in 

detailed. Section-3.1 totally deals with beamformer and its types, also discuss how the 

subband beamforming is constructed, and finally explains about Wiener BeamFormer 

mathematically. Section-3.2 deals with spectral subtraction, where its basic principle is 

illustrated and its limitations can be overcome by a new smoothing spectral subtraction 

known as geometrical approach were explained mathematically. The angular position of 

source can be determined by a time delay estimation technique is explained 

mathematically in section-3.3. 

The chapter-4 deals with implementation issues of microphone array, sinc-

windowing FD filter, WOLA filter bank, and the three speech enhancement techniques 

i.e. Wiener BeamFormer, Spectral Subtraction, Direction Of Arrival. 

In chapter-5, the implemented systems are evaluated to attenuate noise with 

different objective measures such SNRI, PESQ, and analyzing of simulation results were 

done. 

The chapter-6 explored with conclusions of different enhancement systems in 

attenuating the fan noise and also the future work is suggested.  
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CHAPTER-2 

2. BACKGROUND THEORIES 

2.1 Fan Noise: 

The personal computers and notebooks have gained importance for its rapid use 

due to their efficient tasks management and computation. In designing they face 

challenges in cooling the interior components, since components generate heat due to 

their fast-pace mechanism. Then these accessories are in need of integrating cooling 

devices such as cooling fans, to anticipate the heat generated by components. Though 

cooling fans having an advantage of cooling the interior components from overheating, 

but they create annoyance to listener, since they generate an acoustic noise called 

aerodynamic noise. This is due to rotational movement of fan, and also due to the air 

flow through the enclosure surrounding of the fan and its individual components such as 

blades and rotors, etc [7]. The noise generated by cooling fan is known as laptop Fan 

Noise (FN). 

2.1.1 Structure of cooling fan: 

The most commonly used cooling fans in personal computers or laptops are axial 

fans or centrifugal blowers [5]. Generally small axial fans are used mostly due to their 

compact dimensions in size, weight, volume. The axial fan comprising of individual 

components such as rotor blades, wheel rotor impeller, inlet/outlet housing, and stator 

vanes or support stunts is shown in Figure-1 [6]. Due to movement of air from inlet to 

outlet side of fan, generates acoustic noises are known as discrete and broadband in 

nature [7]. So in construction of the cooling fan, the parts are designed in such a way that 

to optimize the noise generated by air flow. Generally human ear is much more sensitive 

to discrete tone noise than broadband noise. 

2.1.2 Frequency spectrum of fan noise: 

Fan noises whose spectrum can be distinguish depending upon the type of noise 

produced by cooling fan. There are two types of noise created by cooling fan; they are 

discrete (tonal) noise and broadband noise. 
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Figure 1: The most common type of axial cooling fan in a Laptop  

2.1.2.1 Discrete Noise: 

The contributions for this kind of noise spectrum are interaction of air-flow 

between the blades of fan and also interaction of fan blade with stator vanes [7]. The air 

flow is due to the fan blade since it passes through any arbitrary point, which experiences 

a force or impulse due to air particles. Due to the forces on air particles the impulses are 

created, which are periodic in nature as the fan blade rotates around the hub of fan. This 

periodic impulses generates a fundamental or Blade Passing Frequency (BPF) of fan and 

also creates various harmonics of the BPF as well. This frequency can be varied as it 

depends on operating rotational speed of fan as well as number of blades in the fan i.e. 

construction of fan [8]. 

2.1.2.2 Broadband noise: 

This kind of noise spectrum is contributed by various fan-flow interaction 

mechanisms. It is generated due to random air-flow interaction on the inlet side of the fan 

[9] and also due to unsteady pressure on each blade surface of fan; this pressure is caused 

by boundary layer of the fan turbulence and also due to vortex shedding from the trailing 

edge of each blade. This noise spectrum generated by the above causes is either effect of 

or creates turbulence. The acoustic energy is random in nature which is radiated by 

turbulence, and whose spectrum is always broadband frequency spectrum [9]. 

2.1.3 Characterizations of fan noise: 

With use of wave equation, Neise classified the fan noise into three categories by 

providing mathematical proof they are Monopole characterization, Dipole 

Characterization, Quadrupole characterization [9]. 
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2.1.3.1 Monopole characterization: 

Here the noise generated by fan is discrete or tonal in nature, which is called as 

monopole noise. This kind of noise is generated due to blade thickness of fan as the blade 

rotates around the centre of fan, which creates a periodic displacement in air flow 

medium [9], and whose contribution is small when compared to other fan noise 

mechanism. It becomes more difficult in modelling the tonal noise when there is change 

in monopole radiation of fan. 

2.1.3.2 Dipole characterization: 

This characterization is done since noise is generated due to steady and unsteady 

rotating forces in cooling fan. These kind of forces exists when interaction of the air flow 

with a solid surface. These forces create both kinds of noises i.e. tonal or broadband 

noise. And these noises are main contributors to Blade Passing Frequency (BPF) and 

broadband noise floor of fan [11]. 

2.1.3.3 Quadrupole characterization:  

This characterization of fan noise is arises due to turbulent flow. This turbulent 

flow in evident in inlet air-flow, inside the fan enclosure, is produced as the airflow 

causes a wake behind the fan blade [11]. The noise due to turbulent flow can be modelled 

as a single acoustic quadrupole or distribution of quadrupole around the fan. 

2.1.4 Noise control for fans: 

In cancelling any type of noise, its frequency range plays a vital role. The 

frequency range can be either higher or lower in range. The acoustic noise generated by 

source whose frequency is higher in range, then this kind of noise can be attenuated by 

using any passive control techniques such as enclosures, barriers and silencers. These 

techniques are relatively larger in size, costly, and ineffective at low frequency ranges. At 

lower frequency, the wavelength of low-frequency is relatively large to source, its 

surroundings, and the thickness of most acoustically absorbing materials. So noises with 

lower frequency range cannot be suppressed by passive control techniques.  

With the observation of frequency spectrum of fan noise, it is not possible to 

suppress the fan noise by passive techniques i.e. by installing compact devices such as 

enclosures, barriers etc. The excellent technique for suppressing the noise is Active Noise 

Control (ANC) [10]. This ANC is an electroacoustic or electromechanical system that 
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cancels primary noise based on principle of superposition, and primarily used to suppress 

the low-frequency noise for example FN. This technique has greater advantageous over 

passive control techniques, since this ANC systems require small geometrical space 

when compared. ANC system primarily requires hardware such as Digital Signal 

Processor (DSP), amplifiers, electronic filters etc [6]. The ANC system for fan noise 

requires sensors and loudspeakers; the sensors are nothing but microphones, which are 

used to receive signals from loudspeaker and also noise signals generated from noise 

sources i.e. fan. The noise generated by cooling fan in the laptop for the current work is 

tested under anechoic environment since background noise can be minimal. This ANC 

system is a basic tool to suppress the noise radiated from a noise source, whose system 

results can be achieved better by placing the microphones either in near field or far field 

of noise source. In current thesis for better compact of ANC system we placed in near 

field. 

2.2 Microphone array: 

In practical’s systems the single microphones are not exploited due to the speech 

distortion introduced by them are unavoidable during the noise reduction. This speech 

distortion is directly proportional to amount of noise reduction. So for effective control 

over speech distortion a new mechanism called multiple microphones has paid 

tremendous attention over single microphone in attenuating noise in different 

environments. The composition of multiple Omni-directional microphones arranged in 

any of geometric shapes such as straight line, circle, hyperbola, parabola etc is known as 

Microphone Array (MA). The principle involved in MA is enhancing a particular speech 

in a given direction from a mixture of different microphones signals consisting of 

unwanted signals i.e. interference or noise. This MA focuses on particular signal as stated 

previously, this is done according to spatial configuration of different sources i.e. speech 

and noises. In this way MA enhances the desired speech from the presence of noise 

sources, this technique is purely based on knowledge of source locations. In anechoic or 

reverberant conditions MA is also capable of locating sources. In MA generally 

microphones are assumed to be Omni-directional in nature, i.e. the gain of microphones 

doesn’t change the direction of acoustic wave form [28]. 

In construction of A MA there are several factors need to be include for efficient 

array, those factors were explained in following sections from 2.2.1 to 2.2.1 
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2.2.1 Spacing between microphones:  

The spacing between the microphones places a vital role in the microphone array setup, 

due to spatial aliasing effect. In similar manner to temporal sampling of continuous-time 

signals, spatial sampling can produce aliasing [2]. The requirement to fulfil the spatial 

sampling theorem, in order to avoid spatial aliasing, is given by  

         
    

 
     (1) 

where      is the minimum wavelength in the propagating signal         , f is the 

frequency of signal i.e.       ,    is the sampling frequency. 

 

2.2.2 Source to microphone distance: 

Microphones that are placed in laptop systems are typically on the order of 20 to 

30 centimetres (cm) from the talkers mouth, where the quality of the speech received by 

microphones are very intelligibility in nature. But when this distance goes on increasing 

means then the quality of speech degrades. So in this thesis signals were recorded at 

50cms distance apart from laptop microphones. In the simulation environment the source 

distance to microphones is varied from 40 to 70 cms in distance to test system accurately. 

Aside from speech source, the noise sources becomes stronger enough to the 

desired speech source when using hands-free microphones as in laptop instead of using 

headset or hand-held microphones. The distance between microphone and talker 

increases when the talker moves away from the microphones, then desired signal 

becomes weaker than noise signal i.e. noise is stronger than desired. The system that is 

used to suppress this noise becomes harder enough to operate for enhancing desired 

speech signal. This laptop microphones system imposes adverse conditions for speech 

quality reception; this was one of the main motivations in proposing an advanced system 

to suppress fan-noise in this thesis. 

 

2.2.3 Near filed Considerations: 

The wave-front of acoustic wave received by microphones in the array will be 

depending upon the consideration of far-field or near fields. In the far-field the speech 

signal arrives at the microphones in planar wave-front whereas in the near-field it’s 

assumed to be arrived as spherical spreading in nature as shown in Figure-2. The far/near 
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field transition will be depending upon the signal wavelength, source to microphone 

distance and shape of the source 

A source is said to be in near field transition if its satisfies the equation (2) [3] 

       
   

 
      (2) 

where r is the radial distance from the microphone, L is the aperture of the microphone 

array, and   is wavelength i.e.   
 

 
. If the length of receiving microphone array is equal 

to wavelength then near field assumption is valid for radial distance less than 2 

wavelengths and the far-field assumption can be made for distance greater than 2 

wavelengths 

 

Figure 2: Near filed and far filed wave propogations 

2.2.4 Broad band source considerations: 

The processing of broadband signals is much difficult then processing the 

narrowband signals, and whose computational complexity can be reduced by using sub-

band techniques, this is conventional method [4]. This broadband signals doesn’t helps in 

determining the source direction accurately. It can be determined by using sub-band 

techniques i.e. here the broadband signals are splited into small sub-band signals by 

applying through narrowband pass filters. Then we will be having narrowband signals, 

by selecting the centre of sub-band frequency we choose the wavelength  . By increasing 

the number of sub-bands, we can decrease the error in obtaining the estimate of direction 

of arrival of source signal. Finally the source direction measured by using sub-band 

technique is almost accurately.  
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2.2.5 Geometrical calculations: 

Here we calculate the distance between the microphones, distances between the 

sources and set of microphones and also finally we calculate the true Direction Of 

Arrival (DOA) arriving at each of the microphones. Let’s consider a Uniform Linear 

Array (ULA) of MA consisting two microphones as shown in the Figure-2. The two 

microphones    &    are assumed to be placed in a 2-dimensional space with position 

co-ordinates as             and            respectively. The distance between 

them is “d” i.e.        . This distance should be select in such a way that to avoid 

aliasing in spatial frequency domain. And also we define the position of source in a 2-

dimensional space as           . 

 

Figure 3: Microphone array set with two microphones arranged linearly 

2.2.5.1 Distance measurement:  

The distance between two microphones       is        and distance 

between speech source to each microphone         are    ,     respectively 

calculated as  

                   
         

      (3.1) 

              
         

      (3.2) 

              
         

      (3.3) 

2.2.5.2 DOA angle measurement: 

The Direction Of Arrival (DOA) to each of microphones is measured in 

perpendicular direction to the array is called as broadband direction. It is measured at 

reference point i.e. midpoint between the two microphones. This DOA is measured in 

angles either in degrees or in radians, it can either be positive or negative with reference 
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to broadside direction. The angle is assumed to be positive when it is measured along 

clockwise direction, and to be negative when measured in anti-clockwise direction. And 

ULA can uniquely distinguish angles between -90 and +90 with respect to broadside of 

array. 

The source   incidents on the microphone array at different time since signal 

travels different paths between source and two microphones i.e.    &   . So the 

measured Direction Of Arrival (DOA) is different to each of microphones. The true DOA 

angle is measured initially with help of geometry knowledge of angles in a triangle. The 

DOA angle with respect to any microphones can be determined as follows. In the figure-

2 consider           with interior angles             and with side lengths are 

             found by using distance between two points. Then by using cosine rule 

we determine angles in this triangle as follows 

     
               

                       

Solving the above equation to determine     then it results into 

             
             

       
 

            
     (4) 

Then the DOA angle with respect to microphone    i.e.       
, is measured in 

clockwise direction with respect to perpendicular axis at midpoint    is        
    

   . In the similar way as stated above, DOA angle with respect to microphone    can 

also be measured. 

 

2.3 Fractional Delay filter: 

Fractional Delay (FD) filters adresses much depth in Digital Signal 

Processing(DSP) applications i.e. in the filed of speech coding and synthesis, 

communication, music techonology [15]. The typical applications of FD filter are time 

delay extimation[13],  sound synthesis of mucial instruments, synchronization in digital 

modems, incomesnsurate sampling rate conversion [14] and in communication field in 

making decision on receving bits at the receiver. In these applications appropriate 

sampling frequency is not only play imporatnce but sampling instants also plays crucial 

role, i.e. sampling instants must be properly selected at any aribitary time. This FD filter 

is a building block for bandlimited interpolation between the samples. Bandlimited 

interpolation means a signal sample at any arbitary point in time, even though point is 

located in between the two sampling points. 
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The FD filter is typically applied in synchronizing of data bits or symbols when 

transmsitted in digtial systems like digital modems . Here the main task of the receiver is 

to detect the transmitted data symbols as relaibily as possible. Whereas in digital 

communication also it plays critical in making decisions of receiving bits or symbols by 

taking samples from incoming received continous-time pulse sequence. Here the 

synchronization of sampling frequency and sampling instants are necessary for 

minimizing erroneous decision. 

 

2.3.1 Design of fractional delay filters: 

FD filters are designed to delay the input signal samples by a fractional amount of 

sampling period. The intersample behaviour of original signal becomes crucial, since 

delay is in fractional. The  assumption in designing the FD filter is that incoming 

continous-time siganls are fully band-limited upto the nyquist frequency and it is 

designed in discrete time domain. 

2.3.1.1 Ideal Fractional Delay: 

Consider a discrete-time signal     , whose delayed version signal be      

represented as  

                   (5) 

where D is integer amount of delay introduced in the signal. This delay is obtained by 

rounding off the desired continous-time delay   and sampling period T i.e round off 

rseult  /T to nearest ineteger. But it is desirable to represent the delay D in fractionals for 

many DSP applications. The delay in samples is calculated as 

               
    

 
.    (5.1) 

The transfer function can be obtained by taking Z-transform to equation (5) 

written as  

            
    

    
       (6) 

In writing equation (6) the undelaying assumption is that delay element D is an integer, 

otherwise equation (5) need to be expressed in a series expansion. In many DSP 

application it is preferred to express the delay element D as sum of integer part ⌊D⌋ and 

fractional part d: 

       ⌊ ⌋        (7)  

The ideal FD filter in frequency domain represented as shown below 
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                       (8) 

Here magnitude response is unity for all frequencies and phase response is linear slope of 

–D. This can be called as all pass system with linear phase response 

|      
           (9) 

          
           (10) 

Inorder to evaulate signal instants value at any point in time can be found by using a sinc 

interpolator accoridng to Shannon’s sampling theorm, as long as signal is band limited to 

an upper frequency of      . So by convolving delayed signal      with           to 

give signal sample D at any arbitary continous time and where n is sample index 

                        
       (11)

  

The delayed sinc function is referred to as a ideal fractional-delay interpolator [12]: 

                    
            

      
   (12) 

In FD filter, the delay merely shifts the impulse response in time domain, therefore 

shifted and sampled sinc function is the impulse response of ideal fractional delay filter. 

The Figure-4 shows shifted and sampled sinc function with fractional delay 3.0 and 3.4. 

This impulse response of ideal Fd filter is of infinite length i.e. non-causal filter 

and response is not absolutely summable i.e. nonrealizable, which makes impossible to 

implement ideal FD filter in real time applications. So inorder to implement a causal and 

realizable filter, some finite length of approximation to be made for sinc function. 

2.3.1.2 Windowed-sinc FD-filters: 

The performance of ideal FD filter obtained by truncating the sinc function is not 

efficient in real time applications. So to implement a realizable and causal filter is to use 

windows function for time domain weight averaging. By applying asymmetric window to 

sinc interpolator function, a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) FD filter can be implemented 

[17]. But the traditional windows are not usable since there is need of offsetting and 

optimization of windows’ defining parameters.  
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Figure 4: sinc function with fractional delay (a) 3.0 delay in samples and (b) 3.4 delay in 

samples 

The integer time instants of any impulse response can be obtained by filter. And 

by using a bell shaped window, time-instants that are in the middle of two time instants 

of impulse response can also be more emphasised and whose peak magnitude error can 

be reduced at the cost of wider transistion band of the filter. The new windowed impulse 

response of FD filter is given by  

        
                                      

                                                                          
  (13) 

where the ideal impulse response     is truncated and shaped by multiplying windowing 

function        with a length L (=N+1), window sequence shifted by appropriate 

delay value D and N is Filter order. There were several window techniques that can be 

use for designing the FD-filter, a comprehensive review of window functions were 

presented in [16]. Among several windows, hamming window can be easily delayed by a 

fractional delay. The hamming window function is given by  

                     
   

   
     (14)

      And           
   

 
  

                               
   

   
  

This windowed based FD filter is easy and fast to implement the real time 

applications. But it is required to adjust window parameters in controlling magnitude 

error of impulse response; it is true especially for very short finite filter length (L less 

then10). However if this error is not critical means then this method is quite suitable for 
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real-time coefficient update. It’s also having an advantage of storing window coefficient 

in memory, compute values of the sinc function on–line, it can even compute filter 

coefficients using interpolation [18]. 

 

2.4 Filter bank : 

In wide range of applications in Digital Signal Processing (DSP), there is great 

demand in performing system with high speed and also lowering computational cost this 

tends towards in designing of Filter Bank (FB) over a decade. This FB is special 

application of multirate digital systems, which having an ability to separate signal under 

consideration in frequency domain into two or more signals, or to compose the two or 

more different signals into a single signal. Thus FB’s are greatly applied in areas of 

speech coding, audio and video compression, spectral analysis, and also used in tele-

transmission, since this FB allows signal to be decomposed into subbands this makes 

processing more efficient and effective. This decomposition is done in frequency domain 

rather than in time domain, since it is having several advantages due to their 

computational requirements. This decomposition has vast significant benefits in various 

dimensions of performance they are 

1. Faster convergence and lower complexity in adaptive equations[19], 

2. Efficient short time spectral analysis and synthesis [20], 

3. Reliable speech reorganization [19]. 

 

2.4.1 Digital filter bank: 

In general FB is defined as collection of low pass, band pass, and high pass digital 

filters with common input and common output. FB comprises of analysis        

               filters and synthesis filters                       as shown in 

Figure-5, the analysis stage which splits speech signal into sub signals in frequency 

domain called subband signals and synthesis stage is used to reconstruct time-domain 

signal from frequency-domain signal perfectly. As the FB performs sub-band 

decomposition, whose characteristics varies from application to application. The 

characteristics varies, in selecting FIR or IIR filters, in identifying time-frequency or 

space frequency representation, in designing special characteristics of analysis and 

synthesis stages like in defining passband deviations, transitions bands etc, and also 

finally in designing a Perfect Reconstruction (PR) of digital signal at the output of FB. 
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The main goal in choosing the various FB parameters is to minimize the error in 

reconstructed signal, while optimizing the performance of the signal decomposition. In 

Figure-5, the subband processing unit introduces a transmission delay and also signal 

degradation due to aliasing effect. This aliasing can be reduced by using higher sampling 

rate than critically needed in subband and thus also reduces subband signal degradation. 

So we suggest in designing a uniform Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based filter 

bank with an overlapping factor, then aliasing and magnitude/phase distortions are 

minimized. 

If the filters used in analysis and synthesis FB stages are ideal in case means, then 

aliasing can be avoided and PR can be obtained, but in practise it is impossible to realize 

ideal filters. So in defining filter parameters need to choose correctly, so that aliasing can 

be cancelled and also output reconstruction signal      is almost similar to original 

signal     .  

 

Figure 5: Generalized Filter Bank structure 

If output signal      is pure time delayed version of input signal      i.e.      

          , c≠0 and    is integer, then whose FB is having Perfect Reconstruction 

(PR). 

In designing of filter bank, Fourier analysis and synthesis plays a vital role for 

analyzing and modelling of quasi-stationary signals, such as speech signals [22]. The 

filter bank can designed in two different views, first is filter-bank summation method and 

second is Weighted OverLap-Add (WOLA) method [21]. The second designing method 

is greatly used in design for it advantages over first one. In WOLA method, the input 

signal is time windowed into overlapping finite duration time segments [24], whose 

segments are then transformed into frequency domain using Windowed Discrete Fourier 

Transform (WDFT) to give short time Fourier spectrum. We can recover the short-time 

segments of signals in time by applying inverse WDFT to each sample of sort-time 
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spectra. Then the recovered short-time signal segments are weighted by synthesis 

window, finally they overlapped and approximately added to reproduce approximation of 

original time domain signal, this method is called Weighted OverLap-Add (WOLA) 

method [21]. 

 

2.4.2 Mathematical framework for WDFT and inverse-WDFT: 

2.4.2.1 Windowed Discrete Fourier Transform (WDFT): 

The discrete short-time Fourier transform of signal      which is windowed by a 

window function, sampled at equispaced frequencies every M samples in time m is 

defined as  

                             
   

   
    (15) 

where frequency variable    
   

 
,           . This frequency lies in between –π 

and π, i is discrete frequency index,      is a analysis window function, m is shift 

variable, N is the filter length. In the frame work of FB’s,          can be regarded as 

the     subband signal.  

2.4.2.2 Inverse Windowed Discrete Fourier Transform: 

The process of recovering the original digital      signal in time domain from 

frequency domain coefficients           is known as Inverse WDFT, which is 

formulated as below  

         
 

  
 

 

    
   
             

        
     (16)  

where   
 

 
 i.e. number of subbands,           . 

 

2.4.3 Design of WOLA filter bank: 

The WOLA filter bank is highly efficient implementation of an over-sampled 

DFT bank, offers a low computationally cost with effective lower delay, perfect/or near 

reconstruction system [23,17]. The choice in choosing the WOLA filter bank parameters 

has an effect on aliasing, frequency and tine resolution, and finally group delay. WOLA-

FB has two stages they are analysis and synthesis stages. The particular care has been 

taken in selecting filter parameters such as analysis window function     , length of 

analysis window L, number of subbands K, decimataion rate D. 
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2.4.3.1 An analysis bank based on WDFT:  

WOLA structure is block based transform interpretation, whose simplified block 

diagram of analysis bank is shown in Figure-6 [24]. In the analysis stage the input signal 

is shifted in D samples at a time into input buffer      of length L samples. This input 

buffer      is windowed with a prototype FIR filter window function of hamming or 

hanning, of length L and stored into temporary buffer       of length L samples, i.e. 

               . This buffer       is then time shifted into a vector       and then 

circularly shifted by K/2 samples, to produce a zero-phase signal for DFT. The signal is 

transformed into frequency domain by DFT so output of analysis FB provide both 

magnitude and phase information i.e. they are in complex form. By doing K size modulo 

FFT operation we generate K number of subband signals are                      , 

this are the output signals of analysis stage. Here in the Figure-6 the terms             

are subband gain processing function, this gain functions of speech enhancement 

processing algorithms. 

 

Figure 6: Analysis stage of WOLA filter bank 

   2.4.3.2 A synthesis bank based on inverse WDFT:  

The generalized synthesis structure of WOLA filter bank is shown in Figure-7 

[24]. Here in this stage only actual WOLA procedure is undergone. The subband 

processed signal                      , are transformed to time domain signal by 

applying K size IFFT. To counteract the circular operation in analysis bank, the 

transformed signals undergo circular shifting operation by     samples and stored in 
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temporary buffer      . Then this buffer       is stacked by repetition into buffer       of 

length     , where L is window length and DF is synthesis window decimation factor.  

This buffer       is weighted by synthesis window function      of size      , then 

weighted data is summed with the data in buffer       of length      , and finally 

output buffer       data is over written with summation result i.e.             

           , this is procedue is known as WOLA procedure. Then the resulted data is 

shifted by D samples into output buffer       and adding zeros of D samples in buffer 

      and then the entire procedure is repeated for next block of input samples as sown in 

Figure-7 

  

Figure 7: Synthesis stage of WOLA filter bank 

So finally in our thesis we implemented a uniformily spaced FIR filter bank based on 

WDFT modulation. And here in implementaition the oversampling factor of two plays 

vital role since aliasing effect is reduced alot, which is the necessary condition for an 

adequate performane of the processor intermediate gain function such as beamforming 

and spectral subtraction. 
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CHAPTER-3 

3- SPEECH ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHMS: 

3.1 Beamformers: 

In speech enhancement area, microphone array processing is growing rapidly 

over single microphone technique. In the microphone array of speech communication 

system, the signals captured by the microphone array i.e. set of microphones, are the 

mixture of desired speech, interference and noise signals. This interference and noise 

signals degrades the quality and intelligibility of speech source signal. So the received 

signals need to be processed in such a way that to reduce noise or in other words enhance 

the speech signal. For this concept the beamforming techniques came into existence in 

enhancing the speech signals in the MA. This beamforming is a spatial filtering 

technique which isolates the sound source based on their position in space [25] i.e. the 

signal arriving at microphone array filter spatially to enhance concrete desired direction 

of source while others are direction of signal rejected. Actually this technique is 

originated in radio astronomy during 1950’s, in collecting the antenna information from 

collection of antenna dishes, but by 1970’s it is slowly explored in signal processing filed 

applications which involving spatially-distributed sensors. For example in geology, 

enhancing the ability of ground sensors to detect and locate tectonic plates [26]. Within 

no time microphone array beamforming became research topic for applications involving 

audio such as hands-free listening in mobiles, laptops and also tracking sound source in 

office environment during conference. 

3.1.1 Beamformers Concept: 

The basic concept involved in beamformers, is to use a set of spatially 

unidirectional separated microphones, then it emphasises a signal from a particular 

direction of source while attenuating the signals originating from other directions. This 

means that beamformer filtering is dependent on direction and frequency of target signal 

source. This beamforming technique is temporal and spatially filtering. The most 

advantage of beamformers is in detecting the direction of desired source. There were 

different approaches in designing beamformers, basically generalized into two major 

categories they are fixed beamformers and adaptive beamformers [30]. The fixed 

beamformers are designed by using one or more fixed models of signal and noise field, 

they also assume the spatial characteristics of signal and noise in an average sense, where 
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as in adaptive beamformers the spatial information is estimated by using adaptive 

algorithms. The fixed beamformers are of Delay and Sum Beamforming (DSB), Filter 

and Sum Beamforming (FSB), Super Directive Beamformer (SDB). And the adaptive 

beamformers are of Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC), Minimum Variance 

Distortionless Response beamformers (MVDR). Adaptive beamformers are complex in 

nature to implement. In order to reduce computational complexity and improve the 

overall performance of a filter, concept of subband beamforming came into existence.  

 

3.1.2 Subband beamforming: 

In subband beamforming [29], the input broadband signal at each microphone is 

first decomposed into narrowband signals using DFT and then the filtering process is 

applied to each frequency subband. Beamformers can be broadband or narrowband 

depending upon on the bandwidth of signals that they deal with. In narrowband 

beamformers, it is assumed that the beamformer which is trying to capture a signal has a 

narrow bandwidth centred at a particular frequency.  

The generalized subband beamformer structure is shown in Figure-8 [27]. Here 

we assume a linear microphone array consisting of N elements separated by distance of 

d, and the signal      with centre frequency    incident on array. Let      be vector 

which represents set of signal samples from N microphones at time-sample k is shown in 

equation 

                               
    (17) 

 If the    be the microphone be the reference in the array, then the vector      rewritten 

                                         
 
                        

 

           (18) 

where     is the amount of delay in samples in-between the microphone    and reference 

microphone   ,    is gain factor associated with each microphone and       represents 

noise at each microphone. Now by using DFT equation transform the vector      

equation (18) into frequency domain is represented as  

             
               

                  
           

 

                        
  

it can be alternatively written as                      (19) 

where          
          

            
           

 
.    (19.1) 
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The      is called as array steering vector or array manifold. The array gain vector is 

equal to unity if the microphones are identical in nature and the source filed is assumed 

to be far-field i.e.     . Then the array manifold vector can be written as 

                                       
 
.   (19.2) 

The frequency coefficients      are multiplied with the complex weights and then 

summed to get the array output in frequency domain. Thus we have 

                  (20) 

where complex weights                 
  are nothing but beamformer weights, 

which are chosen to impart proper gain and phase changes i.e. delays to the signals in 

each channel, so that beamformer can enhance the signal at particular direction by 

attenuating signals from other directions. This weights W of beamformer can be obtained 

by wiener beamformer which is described in section-3.1.3 

 

Figure 8: Subband Beamformer structure 

 

3.1.3 Wiener beamformer: 

Now we design an optimal beamformer to enhance speech signal in a particular 

direction from the noisy filed. This optimal beamformer is designed by using Wiener 

filtering concept i.e. weighting of auto and cross spectral densities of the input signals 

arrived at the microphone array. Assuming a linear microphone array containing M 

number of microphones, the sampled signal received by     microphone is represented as  

                     ,           (21) 

Here             are speech and noise signal received at     microphone. Then the output 

of a beamformer system is convolution between signal received at microphone       and 

beamformer weights       which is shown as  
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       (22)

  

By formulating in frequency domain, the computational complexity of convolution can 

be reduced, which corresponds to multiplication in frequency domain. The equation in 

frequency domain is 

  
          

         
       

      (23) 

where    
       and   

       are subband signals at frequency f  for       microphone.  

The estimation error in subband k is defined as difference between filter output         

and speech source        , for an aribitary weigth a         according to [28], is 

expressed as                                           
 
         (24) 

The expected square error at time k is written as  

       
                     

 
    (25) 

   
                      

 
                    

 
          

 
          (25.1) 

   
       

          
 
   

        
    

 
           

 
   

         (25.2) 

where    
   the auto-correleation vector of desired souurce is,    

    is auto-correleation 

matrix of the received signals,    
    is cross-correleation vector of desired speech and 

received signals in subband k. The optimum weight vector is summed in subband by 

minimizing the error power i.e.    
   , which is expressed as  

        
               

    
      (26) 

The error power    
   , has a characteristic function in quadratic form of w and have a 

single global minimum, so the frequency index k is omitted without loss of generality. 

The optimum weight vector is expressed as gradient    
    with respect to     , 

according to [28] 

           
     

     
    

       
       

        
           (27) 

By rearranging above equation (27) we obtain, Wiener-Hopf equation which is expressed 

at a time instant n and for N data samples is given as 

       
        

        
         (28) 

        
         

     
 
   

       (28.1) 
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Here “+” stands for pseudo-inverse operation,    
     is combined auto-correleation 

speech signal and noise/interference signal which is represented as for N data samples is 

       
        

        
        (29) 

       
     

 

 
        
                

 
   (30) 

       
     

 

 
        
                

 
  (31) 

where         =   
         

          
       

 
 

  
       is the desired source signal received by the M microphones i.e.         , 

and H in equation (30) is hermitian transpose operation. This     
  filter coefficient is 

used to enhance the desired signal in the given direction. 

 

3.2 Spectral subtraction: 

Spectral Subtraction (SS) is one of the foremost speech enhancement techniques 

in reducing noise effectively with computationally easy to implement. The first version, 

whose basic principle of algorithm is developed by S. F. Boll, this algorithm is known as 

magnitude spectral subtraction, which is traditional SS [31]. It involves in estimating 

spectrum of pure speech signal from the noisy speech spectrum, by explicitly subtracting 

the noise power spectrum from noisy speech power spectrum. The noise spectrum is 

estimated during silence periods of speech signal i.e. speech signal is absent, and 

assumed noise to be a stationery or slow varying so noise power spectrum doesn’t change 

significantly between the silence periods of speech signal. Using the phase of noisy 

signal, the enhanced signal is obtained by performing inverse Fourier transform to 

estimated pure speech spectrum. Due to its minimal complexity and ease in 

implementation has paid great attention towards it. But this suffers many limitations, 

mainly due to the residual noise called musical noise [32]. There were many 

modifications have been done during the decade to the traditional SS in improving the 

performance of algorithm. There were several processing techniques are developed in 

alleviating the non-residual noise i.e. musical noise they were named as 1) Spectral 

Subtraction using over-subtraction and spectral floor [32] developed by Berouti. M, 2) 

Non-linear Spectral Subtraction [33], Extended Spectral Subtraction [34] based on 

combination of adaptive wiener filtering and spectral subtraction. 
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3.2.1 Basic principle: 

The basic assumption in SS, is that noise is additive in nature to pure speech 

signal, so the noisy speech signal      is combination of pure speech signal     , and 

additive noise signal      which is represented as 

                         (32) 

Here it is also summed that speech is stationery but in real time speech is not stationery 

signal. To process this signals in short time basis, a window      of time-limited is 

multiplied with real speech signal. Then windowed signal is represented as  

                          (33) 

To obtain power spectrum of noisy signal, then equation (32) need to undergo Fourier 

transform, at frequency bin k is represented as  

                                                     (34)  

where         ,             where N is the frame length in sample,       

&       is short-time power spectrum of speech and noise respectively. By mulitpliying 

      with its complex conjugate       a power spectrum of noisy signal is obtained. 

Then equation (34) becomes as  

        
         

         
         

                   (35) 

         
         

                                   

The cross spectra terms        
     ,  

            and noise spectrum       

cannot obtain directlythis are estimated with expectation operator i.e.     . Then cross-

spectra’s are denoted as          
      ,                . Noise estimated 

spectrum          
   is denoted as         

 
. If the noise      assumed to be zero 

mean and uncorreleated with pure speech signal     , then the cross terms are reduced to 

zeros i.e.  

              
           (36.1)

                      .   (36.2) 

Then the estimated pure speech spectrum, is denoted as         
 
 and obtained by above 

considering assumption is  

            
 
        

          
 
    (37) 

The above equation (37) is known a power spectrum subtraction algorithm [36]. Here in 

the equation it can be observed that subtraction algorithm involves subtraction of power 
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estimate of noise from the instantaneous spectrum of noisy speech signal. So estimated 

power spectrum cannot be guaranteed as positive, then subtraction need to do with care. 

The above power spectrum equation (37) can be rewrite as follows 

            
 
              

     (38) 

where          
        

 

       
  =    

      

    
  (38.1) 

This       is gain function, is obtained by assuming that cross spectrums to be zeros in 

equation of        
 . 

 

3.2.2 A Geometric approach to spectral subtraction: 

The equations of SS till now defined in section 3.2.1 are based on assumption of 

cross-spectral terms to be zeros, which involving the phase difference between the pure 

speech and noise signals. They are assumed to be zero based on speech and noise signals 

are statistically uncorrelated. However this assumption is not valid for short-time 

duration of 20-30ms, so the resulting equations obtained from spectral subtraction are not 

exact but approximations. There were various effects studied in [35] by neglecting cross-

spectra terms for speech recognition performance. So we present a new algorithm in 

which cross-spectra are not assumed to be zeros in equation       
 . 

The equation (34) i.e.       can be geometrically represented, as sum of two 

complex numbers,       and       in complex plane, which is illustrated as shown in 

Figure-9. Now we derive the gain function of spectral subtraction that doesn’t assume 

cross-spectra power to be zeros, where as the gain function equation (4) is derived based 

on assumption only. 

 

Figure 9: Representation of noisy spectrum in the complex plane as sum of clean signal 

spectrum and noise spectrum 
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The polar form representation of equation (34) is [36] 

       
       

       
       (39)

 where           ,           , are magnitudes and phases of noisy, pure speech, 

noise spectra respectively. From the figure, using law of sines for right traingle ABC, 

with       we have 

                             

               
               

             

               
                   

                 

               
       

     
       

      (40) 

where                 and 

                     

By sloving above equation we generate new gain function which is expressed as [36] 

        
  

  
  

     
 

     
      (41) 

The function     is always real and positive since the terms              are 

bowunded by one, and can be greater than one if            . when speech and noise 

signal are orthogonal to each other i.e.       then this function reduces to gain function 

of power spectral subtraction equation (38.1). This gain function     relies upon 

estimation of phase difeerence between noisy(or clean) and noise signals. The terms      

and     are explicitly sloved in [36] and expressed as  

         
  
    

    
 

     
     (42) 

         
  
    

    
 

     
     (43) 

Alternatively can be expressed as by dividing numerator and denominator of above 

equation by   
   then sloving which results into  

         
     

   
     (44) 

         
     

   
     (45) 

where the varaible   and   are defined as follows: 

       
  
 

  
       (46) 

       
  
 

  
       (47) 
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The terms   and   are the instantaneous versions of the posterior and prior SNR’s 

respectively. By substituting     and     in     , we obtain gain function in terms of  ,  

  is               
  

        

  

  
        

  

    (48) 

3.2.2.1 Mathematical implementation 

To suppress the noise by using GA approach of spectral subtraction we need to 

implement the gain function         . This gain function requires parametrs     while 

these are estimated insatatenously for each and every frame of samples individually. In 

this GA approach the parameter   is estimated by using present and past spectral 

information [36]. The approximation of   with past frame information of enhanced 

magnitude spectrum is         

              
           

            (49)

 where         which is instantaneous measurement estimate of   at frame   and 

bin  . The estimate of   with present frame information at frame   and bin   is 

approximated as  

                       
 
  

With the combination of two estimates of   using the past and prsent information is 

derived as [36] 

            
          

          
 
 

                  
 
   (50) 

Here in equation ()   is smoothing function, which controls weights placed on past and 

present spectral information,    
         and    

         are estimate of magnitude 

spectrum of speech and noise respectively. Then the other parameter   is estimated 

instatenously as 

              
        

        
 
 

     (51) 

And the overall smoothing estimate of   is derived in [36], which is expressed as  

                                                  (52) 

          is smoothed estimate of parameter  ,          is the instatenous estimate of  , 

  is the smoothing constant, here min operation is used to avoid over attenuation of the 

signal. The above estimated values of   and   used to approximate the gain 

function         .  
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3.3 Direction Of Arrival (DOA) 

In hands free communications appliances such as laptops mobiles, the acoustic 

source localization became much importance in determining the angular position of 

source i.e. Direction Of Arrival (DOA). Accurate estimation of DOA of incoming signals 

with high precision is highly important in applications such as video conferencing, robot 

processing hands free communication. In video room conferencing, by estimation the 

direction of source the camera steers to speaker, so that the speaker localization is 

determined. With increase in distance between the microphone and a speaker, the 

complexity in localizing the speaker increases. There exists three different categories in 

estimating DOA [37], they are  

1. steered beamformers based methods,  

2. high resolution subspace based methods such as MUSIC [39], ESPRIT [40],  

3. Methods based on Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) i.e. Time Delay 

Estimation (TDE). 

Over the two decades, TDE based methods for localization has become important 

in choosing technique for its low computational complexity and also well suited for real-

time implementation of speech signals with multiple of microphones [38]. This method is 

more efficient in anechoic and reverberant environments. In these environments, a better 

TDE can be achieved by taking long input speech data packets. And for moving source, 

the TDE methods need to use higher data rate, which can be achieved by taking short 

time input data segments. 

3.3.1 Time Delay Estimation: 

In this method, source localization is estimated in two steps procedure as: Firstly, 

TDOA between the pair of microphones need to be estimated based on TDE methods and 

secondly, with TDOA and knowledge about microphone array geometry the angular 

direction i.e. DOA is estimated. 

3.3.1.1 Basic Principle: 

The basic principle involved in estimating the DOA under TDE method, is the 

phase information present in the signals which are received by microphone array that are 

spatially separated. The signals arrive at microphones with time difference in the array 

due to signals travels different paths, since the microphones are spatially separated by a 

certain distance from each other. The Figure-10, depicts the information of relative time 
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difference in receiving the acoustic signal by the array of two microphones, signals are 

emanating from three different positions. From the position-1, the signal wave fronts 

arrives at microphones with relatively making time delays equal to zero, where as the 

signal emanating from source position-2, arrives at microphones with different time 

delay, but the signal from position-3 will be having maximum delay since the source is 

placed right most on the same axis of liner array. 

The factors which effect in estimating DOA’s are sampling frequency, number of 

microphones, reverberant and noise power present in noisy speech signal and also the 

accuracy of hardware used to capture the signals i.e. speech and noise. Greater the 

number of microphones in the array results in better estimate of DOA. Sampling 

frequency has also importance, when the array is small in terms of distance between the 

microphones, then the time delay is smaller, so it requires higher sampling frequency to 

increase resolution of time delay estimators. 

 

Figure 10: Wave front arrivals to microphones and relative time difference from differene 

positions 

3.3.1.2 Mathematical modelling for estimating DOA: 

Consider an array of two microphones    and   , let the noisy speech signal 

     received by the microphones are    
       and     

    respectively, where n is 

time-sample index and   is time delay to reach microphone    . And to these signals 

applying DFT, then in frequency domain they were represented as     
    and    

    

where k is frequency-sample index. In polar form of DFT of    
    and    

    shown 

as 

        
       

            (53) 
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         (54) 

where   and    are anguluar radius and   is angular frequency   
     

 
 measured in 

        and N is the DFT length,    is the sampling frequency. The spatial cross-

correlation between these two signals is defined as 

           
       

       

       (55)

                           
            

               (56) 

Now by measuring the angle for above equation (56) known as phase angle difference 

       and then solving for   , we get the delay in samples i.e. TDOA in samples 

        
        

     
     (57) 

This    is the time delay in sample between the two microphones    and   , this delay 

can be in the range of positive and negative delays. Then this time delay is performed in 

least square sense by set of linear equations to minimize the least square error, and then 

finally determines the source angular direction with the knowledge of microphone array 

geometry. From the geometry array the delay in samples is obtained as  

        
                  

 
   (58) 

 Here      
 is the distance between the two microphones, c is velocity of sound i.e. 

c=343.3   ,    is the sampling frequency and now solving      which results into as 

follows 

                
       

     

    (59) 

This      is the estimated anguluar direction of the desired source direction. This DOA 

can be in between the range of values              as shown in below Figure-11. 

 

Figure 11: The Different position of speech sources i.e. at extreme and middle of two microphones. 
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CHAPTER-4 

4- IMPLEMENTATION IN MATLAB: 

4.1 Microphone array setup: 

In this current thesis, a microphone array of two microphones is modelled in a 

uniform linear array, separated by a distance   in such a way that to avoid aliasing effect. 

Here the speech signal is sampled at 16 KHz so the distance between microphones i.e. d 

should be less then 4.2cms i.e.          , to avoid aliasing effect according to 

equation (1). The microphone positions are fixed and represented in 2D space co-

ordinates as 

                &                .   (60) 

Then the distance between the microphones is calculated according to equation (3.1) 

then        . For simulation purpose the speech and noise source positions were to be 

placed in near field consideration according to equation (2), so it is selected in a random 

of radius 1 meter with reference to mid-point between the microphones. 

 

4.2 Fractional Delay Filter: 

The amount of signal delayed in reaching the two microphones are performed by 

using sinc-windowing FD filter of equation (13). With the filter length L=64, and source 

at position i.e.              , then the speech signal gets a time delay in samples of 

           and             according to equation (5.1) in reaching the 

microphones     and    respectively. The delays    and    contains both integer part 

and fractional part, with this delay we construct FD filter using sinc-windowing.  This 

amount of delays in the signal varies as the distance between the source (speech/noise) 

and microphones varies. The Figure-12 depicts the original signal and the signal that got 

delayed due to different paths travelled by wave in reaching the array i.e. microphones 

   &   .  

 

4.3 Filter Bank Design: 

  Here in the thesis we implemented a uniform DFT filter bank using WOLA structure. 

Here the four parameters plays key role in designing the filter bank, those are filter length 

N, number of subbands M, oversampling ratio K, and decimation rate D, and also type of 
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windowing function used. So with care we designed a perfect reconstruction 

 

Figure 12: (a) Original speech signal (b) Speech signal at microphone-1 (c) speech 

signal at microphone-2 

 

filter bank with these parameters of N=256, M=128, K=2, D=64, and a hamming window 

of length 128 is used in analysis and synthesis banks. Here flow of simulation is, we 

assume a block of samples at rate D=64, process this set of samples through analysis 

bank as shown in Figure-6 and then to reconstruct this samples of data, we perform 

inverse operation through synthesis filter bank as shown in Figure-7. Through the 

analysis bank we generate M=128 number of subbands using the Windowed DFT 

equation (15). The magnitude and phase information of the subbands at 100
th

 block of 

input speech signal is shown in Figure-13. Then in synthesis stage after inverse WDFT 

operation we perform overlap-add operation. Here in testing filter bank we use a clean 

test speech signal sampled at 16 KHz. we successfully reconstructed this test signal 

through FB, we confirmed it by measuring the quality between input test signal and FB 

output signal using PESQ, its value is 3.9403 this states that FB output signal is almost 

perfectly reconstructed with small amount of degradation.  
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Figure 13: Magnitude and phase plot of 100
th

 frame of the signal 

 

4.4 Modelling of System with Speech enhancement techniques: 

The systems for suppressing the fan noise in a laptop with different speech 

enhancement techniques such as Wiener BeamFormer (WBF), Spectral Subtraction (SS), 

and hybrid combination of WBF and SS are designed and implemented in Matlab 

simulation environment. The system consisting of a microphone array of two 

microphones placed at a certain distance in-between them in such a way that to avoid 

aliasing effect in spatial-frequency domain. The speech and noise sources were placed 

across the microphone array, the signals emanated by sources gets delayed by certain 

amount in reaching the microphone array due to different paths or distance travelled by 

signals, so this delay is calculated by using FD filter mentioned in section-4.2. This 

delayed microphone output signals are transformed into frequency domain using the 

analysis filter designed in section-2.4.2.1, it produces 128 subbands. The first 65 

subbands are used in processing through gain function of enhancement algorithms, the 

remaining subbands were reconstructed in synthesis bank by conjugating the first 65 

subbands. The gain function is nothing but speech enhancement algorithms it can either 

be WBF or SS or hybrid combination of WBF and SS. Then finally the gain function 

output undergo inverse transformation through synthesis filter bank to reconstruct the 

time-domain signal. This time domain signal is estimation of pure speech signal. The 

generalized system designed in this current thesis work is sown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Generalized implementation structure for different enhancement techniques 

4.4.1 Wiener BeamFormer (WBF) system: 

The system consists of two microphones    &    whose output signals are 

combination of clean speech and noise i.e.       &        respectively. This signals are 

transformed into frequency domain using analysis bank individually to each of the 

microphones, gives rise to   
     and    

     . These outputs of analysis bank are 

called subband sequences, which undergo Wiener filtering operation according to 

equation (28.1), to obtain       and       known as optimal Wiener filter coefficients of 

channel-1 and channel-2 respectively. The spatial auto correlation matrices of speech and 

noise in equation (28.1) are obtained by passing speech and noise signals individually at 

a time to analysis bank. The outputs of wiener beamformer of the two channels are 

summed up into      . Then finally this subband signals undergo synthesis operation to 

obtain the signal in time domain using inverse operation. This time domain signal is 

estimation of clean speech signal since noise components are cancelled with help of 

Wiener coefficients. The wiener beamformer system is shown in Figure-15. 

4.4.2 Spectral Subtraction (SS) system: 

The spectral subtraction implemented is based on geometrical approach i.e. 

mentioned in the section 3.2.2. Here the spectral gain function        i.e. equation (48) 

is implemented. The parameters in equation (48) i.e.   and   are estimated with help of 

equations (50) & (52). In the equation (50), we assumed        and       , used 

for updating the noise spectrum. Here in estimating the noise spectrum, it is assumed that  
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Figure 15: Wiener BeamFormer (WBF) system 

first few samples of noisy speech to be silent, i.e. noise is not yet all present. The noise is 

estimated from the noisy speech with Martin estimation of noise [42]. The noisy speech 

signals of both microphones       &      , undergo analysis bank to obtain subband 

signal   
     and   

     respectively and then summed to obtain total noisy speech 

signal from two microphones i.e.        . To this noisy speech spectrum, the SS 

geometrical approach gain function i.e.        is applied to remove noise components 

then by using synthesis bank we obtain the estimation of pure speech in time domain, 

which is clearly illustrated in Figure-16 

 

Figure 16: Spectral Subtraction (SS) system based on geometrical approach method 
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4.3.3 Directional Of arrival (DOA): 

The estimation of DOA based on TDOA, acts as dummy beamformer where only 

speech signal is extracted by eliminating the noise signal. The system which acts like a 

beamformer implemented is shown in Figure-17. Here firstly the TDOA is obtained from 

the noisy phase information with the use of equations (57) & (58). Once this TDOA is 

obtained, then DOA is estimated with the obtained TDOA and geometry knowledge of 

microphone array, according to equation (3.1). Here DOA angle is estimated from 

equation (59) with use subband approach i.e. we determine DOA for each and every 

subband signal. The obtained DOA angle is measured in degrees. Then this DOA angle is 

used to steer the beamformer towards speech source by designing the   parameter, whose 

values are in the range of 0 to 1. The   parameter is designed by using Gaussian equation 

i.e.  

        
 

 
  

   

 
 
 

     (61) 

Here   is the mean and    is the variance, whose values are approximated by trial and 

error i.e.     and       to obtain the Gaussian curve.  

 

Figure 17: Measurement of DOA using TDOA estimation 
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4.3.4 Hybrid combination of WBF and SS: 

Due to certain limitations in implementation of spectral subtraction individually 

in reducing the musical noise, to overcome this we implement a beamformer to remove 

noise which is undesirable. In hybrid combination to the beamformer output we 

implement spectral subtraction further to remove the noise components even after WBF. 

From the block diagram in Figure-18 we can observe the subband signals i.e.   
     & 

  
     first undergo wiener beamformer through weights        and       respectively, 

the outputs of beamformer summed up to      , then finally these beamformer output 

undergo spectral subtraction algorithm of gain function       . Then through synthesis 

bank we reconstruct the estimation of clean speech i.e            in time domain 

signal. 

 

Figure 18: Hybrid combination of speech enhancement techniques WBF and SS 
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CHAPTER-5 

5-SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The evaluations of different systems in suppressing laptop fan noise were done in 

Matlab environment using a test speech signal. This speech signal is sampled at 16 KHz, 

which is the combination of male and female voices, its phrase is “It’s easy to tell the 

depth of a well  kick the ball straight and follow through   blue the sheet to the dark 

blue background   a part of tea helps to past the evening” duration of 0.11 seconds or 

182824 samples of data. The FN is recorded in real environment under anechoic 

environment; it is also sampled at 16 KHz. The tests were done at different SNR inputs 

by varying the noise power according to equation (63). And at three different positions of 

speech and noise sources, the systems are evaluated with different SNR inputs. 

The three different positions of the speech and noise positions are  defined as

  at position-1,               and N             ;   

  at position-2,               and N             ;   

  at position-3,               and              ; 

The distance between the two microphones (      ) to speech (S) and noise (N) 

sources, at position-1 are              ,               and              , 

             , at position-2 are              ,               and 

            ,             , at position-3 are             ,     

         and              ,              . With after several experiments 

tests were performed before converging the best simulation results were shown in 

sections from 5.1 to 5.4. 

The output signal at microphone    is combination of pure speech signal and fan 

noise i.e.  

                           (62) 

where   is used to vary the noise power given by   
 

 
  

         
  

.   (63) 

Here       is desired signal to noise ratio varied as 0dB, 5dB, 10dB, 15dB, 20dB. The 

signal to noise ratio at microphone    is defined as             
     

     
 . The 
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performance of the system is measured through SNR-Improvements and Perceptual 

Evaluation Speech Quality (PESQ). The PESQ measure is used to evaluate the quality of 

estimated clean speech signal with the original clean speech signal. This PESQ values 

ranges from 0 to 4.5, if PESQ, equals to 4.5 then signal is pure without noise, if it is in 

between 3 to 4 its almost equivalent to pure speech signal, for less than 2 then estimated 

speech signal is fully degraded when compare to clean speech signal. The effective 

utilization of PESQ is reported in thesis [44]. Here in this systems are evaluated by using 

FN at different positions, the other type of noise such as keystroke in laptop and other 

noises such as pink, car engine were reported in thesis[43].  

The simulation flow for each and individual system follows this flow chart as 

shown in Figure-19 

 

Figure 19: Simulation flow chart for every speech enhancement system 
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5.1 Wiener BeamFormer (WBF): 

The WBF system is performed at three different positions namely position-1, 

position-2, and position-3 by varying input SNR’s, the simulation results in terms of 

output SNR, SNRI, and PESQ values are tabulated in Table-1. The WBF system depends 

upon the positions of speech and noise sources around the microphone array in cancelling 

fan-noise. At position-1, the speech and noise are approximately equal in distance from 

the two microphones, then system is performance is very effective in attenuating fan-

noise with an improvement in SNR around 13 to 14 dB at both lower and higher SNR 

inputs with preservation of speech quality of PESQ score on average 3.6. At position-2, 

the speech source is far away from array when compared to noise source position, and 

then the system performance is around 8 dB SNR improvements with quality in speech 

i.e. PESQ around 2.750 in a average. And finally at position-3, the speech source is much 

closer to array in comparison with noise sources, then the performance of system is very 

poor in cancelling fan noise, since its SNR improvement is around 3.500 dB with 

preservation of speech intellectual of PESQ around 3.2 in average. The Figures from 20 

to 23 depicts plots of SNR outputs, SNRI, and PESQ with respective to different input 

SNR’s at three different positions of speech and noise sources. 

 

Three different 

positions 

 

Input SNR(dB) 

 

Output SNR(dB) 

 

SNRI (dB) 

 

PESQ 

 

 

POSITION-1 

0 15.0288 15.0288 3.332 

5 19.9978 14.9978 3.624 

10 25.8767 14.8767 3.806 

15 29.5622 14.5622 3.889 

20 33.7187 13.7187 3.929 

 

 

POSITION-2 

0 8.4030 8.4030 2.608 

5 13.0736 8.0736 2.779 

10 18.3968 8.3968 2.890 

15 23.9976 8.9976 2.949 

20 28.0647 8.0647 3.016 

 

 

POSITION_3 

0 3.6462 3.6462 2.548 

5 8.4988 3.4988 2.812 

10 13.4855 3.4855 3.070 

15 18.5379 3.5379 3.284 

20 23.6257 3.6257 3.379 

 

Table 1: Evaluation of WBF system at three different positions 
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Figure 20: Plot between Input and output SNR at three different positions for WBF 

 

 

Figure 21: Plot between Input SNR and SNR- Improvement at three different positions for 

WBF 
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Figure 22: Variations of PESQ score with respective to Input SNR at three different 

positions for WBF system 

 

 

Figure 23: Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots of original speech signal (yellow), fan-noise 

(blue), noisy speech (red), output signal (light blue) for WBF system 
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5.2 Spectral Subtraction (SS): 

With varying noise power i.e. input SNR from 0 to 20 dB in steps of 5 dB, the SS 

systemss is simulated at three different positions namely position-1, position-2, position-

3, since to test the whether SS algorithm depends upon the positions of speech and noise 

sources or not. At position-1, the system is efficiently performing in attenuating fan-noise 

especially at lower noise powers with the cost of speech quality. At lower SNR inputs the 

SNR improvement is around 12 to 14 db with PESQ score of around 2.2 to 2.5 as shown 

in Table-2. The very similar scenario is observed in evaluating the system performance in 

terms of SNRI and PESQ at position-2 and position-3 as that of position-1 shown in 

Table-2. So the spectral subtraction system is independent of speech and noise source 

positions around the microphone array. The plots between SNR output, SNRI, PESQ 

with respective to input SNR’s at different positions are shown in Figures 24, 25, 26 

respectively. The PSD power plot of different signals is shown in Figure-27. 

 

Three different positions 

 

Input SNR 

(dB) 

 

Output SNR 

(dB) 

 

SNRI 

(dB) 

 

PESQ 

 

 

POSITION-1 

0 14.6095 14.6095 2.025 

5 18.5198 13.5198 2.361 

10 21.9754 11.9754 2.699 

15 23.5666 08.5666 3.058 

20 26.4879 06.4879 3.327 

 

 

POSITION-2 

0 14.5005 14.5005 2.033 

5 18.3286 13.3286 2.371 

10 21.5925 11.5925 2.717 

15 22.8736 07.8736 3.055 

20 26.2902 06.2902 3.323 

 

 

POSITION-3 

0 14.7612 14.7612 2.044 

5 18.5117 13.5117 2.394 

10 21.9546 11.9546 2.723 

15 23.5180 08.5180 3.051 

20 26.4893 06.4893 3.310 

 

Table 2: Evaluation of SS system at three different positions 
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Figure 24: Plot between Input and output SNR at three different positions for SS 

system 

 

 

Figure 25: Plot between Input SNR and SNR-Improvement at three different positions for 

SS system 
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Figure 26: Variations of PESQ score with respective to Input SNR at three different 

positions for SS system 

 

 

Figure 27: Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots of original speech signal (yellow), fan-noise 

(blue), noisy speech (red), output signal (light blue) for SS system 
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5.3 Hybrid combination of WBF and SS: 

At three different positions namely position-1, position-2, and position-3 the 

system is evaluated to attenuate the fan-noise. At position-1, the system performance is 

low in attenuating noise at lower SNR’s when compared to higher input SNR’s. Here 

system is attenuating fan-noise effectively with preserving the quality of speech i.e. 

PESQ, since there is increase in quality of speech from lower to higher dB. Here the SNR 

improvement at lower input SNR’s is around 14 to 15 dB with PESQ scoring around 2.3 

to 2.5 and at higher input SNR’s the improvement is around 16 to 17 dB with PESQ 

around 3.2 to 3.5. At position-2, the system performance is lower at higher input SNR’s 

of SNR increment around 11 to 14 dB, whereas at lower SNR’s the system effectively 

cancelling noise i.e. SNRI around 15 dB with the cost of speech quality PESQ around 2.0 

to 2.2. At position-3 system performance is around 15 to 16 dB in SNRI with PESQ 

scoring in-between 2.1 to 2.4, whereas at higher input SNR’s the system performance is 

poor when compared to lower SNR’s since SNRI is 11 dB but speech quality is 

preserved. The simulation results in view output SNR, SNRI, PESQ are tabulated in 

Table-3 for different positions. And the Figures from 28 to 30 represent plots between 

SNR input and SNR output, SNR input and SNRI, SNR input and PESQ. And the 

Figure-31 depicts the power spectral density of different signals. 

 

Three different positions 

 

Input SNR 

(dB) 

 

Output SNR 

(dB) 

 

SNRI 

(dB) 

 

PESQ 

 

 

POSITION-1 

0 14.6664 14.6664 2.330 

5 21.3403 16.3403 2.545 

10 27.4972 17.4972 2.834 

15 32.7791 17.4972 3.155 

20 36.7750 16.7750 3.449 

 

 

POSITION-2 

0 15.4942 15.4942 2.072 

5 20.4599 15.4599 2.268 

10 24.3655 14.3655 2.500 

15 28.1206 13.1206 2.723 

20 31.3352 11.3352 2.870 

 

 

POSITION-3 

0 15.2079 15.2079 2.105 

5 21.6574 16.6574 2.333 

10 26.8352 16.8352 2.607 

15 30.8514 15.8514 2.885 

20 31.6823 11.6823 3.213 

 

Table 3: Evaluation of Hybrid combined system at three different positions 
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Figure 28: Plot between Input and output SNR at three different positions for hybrid 

system 

 

 

Figure 29: Plot between Input SNR and SNR-Improvement at three different positions for 

hybrid system 
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Figure 30: Variations of PESQ score with respective to Input SNR at three different 

positions for hybrid system 

 

Figure 31: Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots of original speech signal (yellow), fan-

noise (blue), noisy speech (red), output signal (green) for SS system. 
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5.4 Performance of proposed system: 

To test which enhancement system that effectively attenuating fan-noise than the 

other systems, so we simulate WBF, SS, and Hybrid system at position-1. The simulation 

results are evaluated using objective quality measures such as SNRI and PESQ that are 

tabulated in Table-4 and depicted in the figures from 32 to 35. From the table, it observes 

WBF system attenuates noise effectively especially at low SNR’s, whereas its 

performance decreases as SNR increases but the Quality of speech is increasing from low 

to high SNR’s. The SS system doesn’t suppress at higher SNR’s but at low SNR’s 

cancels effectively with higher cost of speech quality i.e. PESQ. The Hybrid system 

attenuates less at low SNR when compared to higher SNR’s but at low SNR’s cancels 

with high cost of speech quality i.e. quality in speech is degraded too much. 

With observations from the table and figures it concludes that WBF systems by 

itself attenuate FN more effectively with preservation of speech quality and intellectually 

rather than SS or hybrid systems. So this thesis proposes Wiener BeamFormer (WBF) 

system in cancelling fan-noise of a laptop. 

 

Three different 

positions 

 

Input SNR 

(dB) 

 

Output SNR 

(dB) 

 

SNRI 

(dB) 

 

PESQ 

 

 

Wiener BeamFormer 

(WBF) 

0 15.0288 15.0288 3.332 

5 19.9978 14.9978 3.624 

10 25.8767 14.8767 3.806 

15 29.5622 14.5622 3.889 

20 33.7187 13.7187 3.929 

 

 

Spectral Subtraction 

(SS) 

0 14.6095 14.6095 2.025 

5 18.5198 13.5198 2.361 

10 21.9754 11.9754 2.699 

15 23.5666 08.5666 3.058 

20 26.4879 06.4879 3.327 

 

 

Hybrid System 

(WBF + SS) 

0 14.6664 14.6664 2.330 

5 21.3403 16.3403 2.545 

10 27.4972 17.4972 2.834 

15 32.7791 17.4972 3.155 

20 36.7750 16.7750 3.449 

 

Table 4: Evaluation of different speech enhancement systems at position-1. 
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Figure 32: Plot between Input and output SNR for three different speech enhancement 

systems at position-1 

 

 

Figure 33: Plot between Input SNR and SNR-Improvement for three different speech 

enhancement systems at position-1 
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Figure 34: Variations of PESQ score with respective to Input SNR for three different 

speech enhancement techniques at position-1 

 

 

Figure 35: Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots of original speech signal (yellow), fan-

noise (blue), Hybrid system (green), WBF system (light blue), SS system(red) 
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5.4 Direction Of Arrival (DOA): 

In a microphone array of two microphones which is illustrated in Figure-17 is 

used for localization of different sources such Gaussian noise, speech signal sampled at 

16 KHz in noise-free and noisy fields. The TDOA’s and DOA’s are calculated with 

reference to microphone   , here negative delay indicates that sources is standing far 

away from    when compared to   . And the positive angle is refereed to right half and 

negative angle indicates left half of semicircles shown in Figure-11.The simulations are 

done at several positions to evaluate the system performance in localizing. The Table-5 

presents TDOA’s, DOA’s of actual and estimated values of white Gaussian noise source 

at various positions with error in estimation. From the Table-5 it observes that at extreme 

positions of source in the array i.e. at actual DOA equals to -90° or +90°, shows high 

error in estimating of DOA around ± 4.000° , whereas source in between -75° to +75° the 

error in estimations are lower around ±0.5°. 

 The localization of the speech signal sampled at 16 KHz in the noise-free field 

around the microphone array of two microphones, whose true, estimated, error in 

estimation of TDOA’s and DOA’s values are tabulated in the Table-6. The estimation 

error in estimating DOA’s are very high, since the DOA system estimates angles for each 

and every subband of the signal based on correlation, the angles estimated are equivalent 

to true angles in 75% of subbands and the other 25% of subbands estimated angles have 

higher error estimation of true angle of speech, due to speech may contains silence parts. 

At extreme positions the DOA error is around ±22.000° but the error is very much lower 

around ±5.000° for true DOA’s ranging from -45° to +45° is clearly shown in Table-6. 

The localization of speech signals in noisy filed become very harder since 

estimating true DOA’s of speech source affected by noise components. The actual and 

estimations of TDOA’s and DOA’s in noisy environment at 15 dB are shown in Table-7. 

Here the noise is emanating from +55.1755° direction. From the Table-7, it observes that 

when speech source is directing in the same plane of noise i.e. in between 0° to +90° 

then error in estimation of DOA is around 10° to 30° whereas when source directing in 

opposite plane of noise i.e. in-between -90° to 0° then error in estimation of DOA of 

speech is very higher around +40.00° to +90.00° So this designed DOA system doesn’t 

suits in noisy environments especially. 
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 ACTUAL ESTIMATED Error in estimation 

Positions TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(Degrees) 

TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(Degrees) 

TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(Degrees) 

(0.20 , 0.24) -1.3982 -90° -1.4292 -86.0109° -0.0310 3.9891° 

(0.30 , 0.30) -1.3220 -71.0750° -1.3180 -71.7045°   0.0400 -0.6295° 

(0.35 , 0.35) -1.0478 -48.6522° -1.0606 -49.3554° -0.0128 -0.7032° 

(0.40 , 0.40) -0.5917 -25.1148° -0.6903 -25.8585° -0.0986 -0.7437° 

(0.43 , 0.50) -0.2381 -09.8193° -0.2396 -09.8704° -0.0015 -0.0511° 

(0.475 , 0.60) 0 0° 0 0° 0 0° 

(0.50 , 0.50) 0.1336 5.4923° 0.1273 5.2249° -0.0063 -0.2674° 

(0.60 , 0.50) 0.6502 26.6768° 0.6394 27.2204° -0.0108 0.5436° 

(0.70 , 0.40) 1.1389 55.5829° 1.1594 56.1464° 0.0205 0.5635° 

(0.80 , 0.20) 1.3877 82.9835° 1.3966 82.0881° 0.0089 -0.8954° 

(0.90 , 0.24) 1.3982 90° 1.4257 85.7877° 0.0275 -4.2123° 

 

Table 5: Evaluation of DOA system for white Gaussian noise source at several 

positions 

 

 ACTUAL ESTIMATED Error in estimation 

Positions TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(degrees) 

TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(degrees) 

TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(degrees) 

(0.20 , 0.24) -1.3982 -90° -1.2176 -66.0792° 0.1806 23.9208° 

(0.30 , 0.30) -1.3220 -71.075° -1.1799 -59.6074° 0.1421 11.4676° 

(0.35 , 0.35) -1.0478 -48.6522° -0.9356 -41.1027° 0.1122 7.5495° 

(0.40 , 0.40) -0.5917 -25.1148° -0.5046 -21.0446° 0.0871 4.0702° 

(0.43 , 0.50) -0.2381 -09.8193° -0.1929 -07.9744° -0.1929 1.8449° 

(0.475 , 0.60) 0 0° 0 0° 0 0° 

(0.50 , 0.50) 0.1336 5.4923° 0.1026 4.2193° -0.0310 -1.2730° 

(0.60 , 0.50) 0.6502 25.6768° 0.4995 21.0447° -0.1507 -4.6321° 

(0.70 , 0.40) 1.1389 54.5829° 0.9745 45.3245° -0.1644 -9.2584° 

(0.80 , 0.20) 1.3877 82.9835° 1.2004 64.7457° -0.1873 -18.2378° 

(0.90 , 0.24) 1.3982 90° 1.2642 67.6844° -0.1340 -22.3156° 

 

Table 6: Evaluation of DOA system for speech sampled at 16 KHz in noise-free field 

at several positions 
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 ACTUAL ESTIMATED Error in estimation 

Positions TDOA 

(samples) 

DOA 

(degrees) 

TDOA 

(sample) 

DOA 

(degrees) 

TDOA 

(sample) 

DOA 

(degrees) 

(0.20 , 0.24) 0.9321 -90° -0.0222 6.4326° -0.9543 96.4326° 

(0.30 , 0.30) 0.8788 -70.566° 0.0518 9.0812° -0.863 79.6412° 

(0.35 , 0.35) 0.6865 -47.4896° 0.0959 11.7717° -0.5906 59.2613° 

(0.40 , 0.40) 0.3731 -23.6294° 0.1906 16.7520° -0.1825 40.3815° 

(0.43 , 0.50) 0.1416 -8.7462° 0.3388 22.0504° 0.1972 30.7966° 

(0.475 , 0.60) -0.0078 0.4775° 0.3804 25.3064° 0.3882 24.8290° 

(0.50 , 0.50) -0.1068 6.5819° 0.4336 29.4308° 0.5404 22.8489° 

(0.60 , 0.50) -0.4167 26.5651° 0.5959 39.8363° 1.0126 13.2712° 

(0.70 , 0.40) -0.7650 55.1755° 0.7111 50.5745° 1.4761 -4.6010° 

(0.80 , 0.20) -0.9254 83.0898° 0.7770 58.5832° 1.7024 -24.5056° 

(0.90 , 0.24) -0.9321 90° 0.7923 58.5413° 1.7244 -31.4587° 

 

Table 7: Evaluation of DOA system for speech signal sampled at 16 KHz in noisy 

field of SNR=15 dB at several positions. 
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CHAPTER-6 

6-CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusion 

The implementation and analyzing speech enhancement techniques such Wiener 

BeamFormer (WBF), Spectral Subtraction (SS), and hybrid combination of WBF and SS, 

were carried out by simulation in Matlab-2011, using a set-up of two microphones 

arranged linearly. At different positions of speech and noise sources the enhancement 

systems were analyzed and also localizing the speech sources in noise-free and noisy 

fields, were presented in this thesis for cancelling the noise 

The simulation results in localizing of source shows greater accuracy in the 

estimation of white Gaussian noise or speech signal in noise-free field. But accuracy in 

estimation of speech source in noisy field is affected by noise signal due to noise is 

stronger enough than speech signal received by the microphone array. 

Simulations results shows that at positioning of speech and noise plays vital role 

in attenuating noise with preservation of speech quality for WBF system only, whereas as 

for SS system and combined algorithms doest have much critical importance in 

cancelling noise with positioning. In WBF system at approximate equal distance of 

speech and noise from the array shows efficient in cancelling fan-noise, when compared 

to distance of speech source from array is either large or small with respect to noise 

source. 

For effective attenuating FN at various positions with preservation of speech 

quality is Wiener BeamFormer by itself since SNRI on average around 15 db with PESQ 

around 3.5. The SS system cancels FN effectively only at higher input SNR’s with higher 

degradation of the speech quality whereas the combined system cancels FN with the 

higher cost of speech quality. In combined system SNRI is higher than WBF system but 

speech quality degradation is higher than WBF. So finally by this thesis work we 

conclude that Wiener Beamformer by itself attenuates fan noise effectively with 

preserving quality and intellectual in speech. 
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6.2 Future work: 

 

This thesis faces problems in estimating angular direction of speech source 

accurately in highly noisy fields. So further research need to be done on acoustic source 

localization algorithms that efficiently estimates angular direction of speech in the 

microphone array of noise field. And this thesis works opens door for future work on 

integrating the localization techniques in a hybrid combination of speech enhancement or 

noise cancellation techniques for effective cancellation of noises with preservation of 

speech quality. 
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